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ABSTRACT 
+ + + The reaction 1T + p - ~ + K has been studied in the momentum. ra.uge 

1037 through 1065 Mev/c wit..'l specific t·egar·d to the determination of a- and 

p-wave amplitudes. I£ we rep1·eaent these am:plitudes near threshold by 

51.= a
0
ki. P_~ + 2 P

3 
m b

0
k 3/ 2 e1 Xb• and P

3 
... PA :!l c

0
k 3/Zei'Xc, the following 

a a ~ _ l 
&. ') 

results have been obtained froxn an analysis baaed on Z74 eventsz 

ao
2

=(3.31 :e: 0.87) >< 1o-5mb/sr-lv!ev/c, bo/ao = 0.0075:!:: 0.0026, 

c 0/a0 = • 0.006Z :b 0.0023, Xb = 5Z.l ::l: 8.0 deg,. X~ = $0.8 :t: 27.2 deg. An 

alternative aet o£ solutions exists for xb ::JS -SZ.l deg and 'Xc = 99.2 deg. 
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A STUDY Olr THE REACTION 1r+ + p- :L ~ + K+ NEAR THRESHOLD* 

Lawrence Radiation Laborato1·y 
University of California 

Be r1.a~ley, Caliio 1·nia. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The reaction 'l'r+ +p-I:++ K+ has been studied near threshold ( lOZO Mev/c) 

in the 72-inch liquid hydrogen bubble cha:lJ.ber. Energy lose in the incident 

beam by ionization in the hydrogen has perr:nitted an analysis o£ the l'eaction 

in the momentum inte1·val 1037 through 1065 Mev/c. Several other wot·kers 

have analyzed this reaction at higher momenta in bubble chal'llber.s;l-S one 

5 e.xperh:nent has been done in this low-energy range. However, since only 

five events were reported, a. detailed analysis of ~~·K+ threshold properties 

was impossible. In this paper, 274 events have been analyzed with specific 

regard to a pa.rtial.;.wave determination of the reaction near threshold• !'"'rom 

the distribution o£ eventa as a function of. incident pion momentum, c. m, pro• 

duction angle, l:+ -decay angle with respect to the normal to production plane, 

and total cross section, the s- and p-wave production axnplitudes have been 

. determined f1·Qm the data. Based on an extrapolation of these results to 1090 

Mev/c. an attempt to check the charge-independence hypoth4Jsis has been made 

- 0 . - 6 7 with currently available data of l: and l: production by 1r • p interaction. • 

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
. . 8 

The experimental beam setup has been described previously. In addition 

to the beam optics shown in Fig. 1 of 1·e£erence 8, a quadrupole lens and a 

+ mass spectr~r:neter were used to produce~ a separated 'ff beam. The momentum 

1 . £ th -~z z. I -reso ut10n o e beam was _
4

:
0 

Mev c, the same as that given for 1r in 

Fig. 3 of reference 89 The it1cident 1r + beam was of Guch mon1.e11turn that by 
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+ + energy degrading in the liquid hydrogen the thre ahold for I; K was placed 

in the vicinity of the downstream end of the bubble chambere A .determination 

of the threshold would then allow a very accurate measure of the incident beam "· 

momentume 

In order to estimate the proton contamination in the beam, a sample of two• 

prong interactions was analyzed for elastic pion-proton and prQton-proton 

scatterings. The eross sections for these reactions were talten to be 10.3 * 0.9 mb 

and ZS.O::t: 1.,0 mb respectively at 1040 Mev/c. 9• 10 Proton contamination was 

measured to be 4.9 :t: z~oo/o. 

Positron and muon contamination was measured from bremmsstrB.hlung and 

6 •ray production in the chamber. The principle of this determination was the 

following* Th,e energies of the 6""1'ays and the secondary track inbremmsstrah-

lung events \vere measured on the scanning table by tneans of curvature tern-

plate a, the 6 "'.l'ays being counted in two momentum intervals: ·from 53 through 

90 Mev/c. and from 90 through 1060 Mev/c. Since the upp~r limits of the o•~ay 

spectrum are 53 Mev/c when produced by 1060-Mev/c pions.: and 90. Mev/c in 

the case of 1 060-Mev/c: muona 8 the o ..rays selected in the first interval were 

produced by either p9sitrons or muons. The corresponding absolute cross 

sections estimated by i~tegration over this momentum interval are equal to 

1.85 mb and 0.48 mb respectively. 11 The o -rays selected in the sec~nd energy 
' 

interval were unambiguously produced by positmns. The integrated cross 
11 : . .·· . ·. . 

section is 1.99 mbo The bremmsstrahlung events were selected for secondary 

track momentum less than 500 Mev/c, to avoid possible confusion with incident 

pioiui decaying in the chamber into muons (the lower limit of the rpuon spectrum 

in the laboratory system is about 610 Mev/c; in addition, scanning efficiency is 

·optimum !or these events)., The absolute cross section estimated by integ,ration 

• 
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from zero t:noment.um up to 500 NJev/c h equal to Be 70 mb fo1· incident positrons 

o£ 1060 ~-./lev/c slowed down in the field of hyd:t:ogen nuclei. 
12 

Posib•on contam.i ... 
r 

natic)n was me.asu1·ed t..:> be 1.3 =*= 0.4;·b, and the muon contamination to be 0.5 ± o.s~'O. 

The Colnbined p1•oton, posit!· on, and. nmou. contar:.:~.h1ation was 6. 7 :r. 2.5~1. 

A total o£ 105,000 pictu1·es .,.,.a.a scanned £or l:+K+ events, and approximately 

20o/o of these were t·escanr.t.ed. lf.:venta were mea.aured on the E~rancl~enstein 

rneasuring ma.·chines at the Lawrence Radiatlon Laboratory (.Berkeley). During 

this e'cperimeJlt the magnetic field in the chamber was 15.7 kga.uss. Events 

were reconstructed and analyzed kinematically by means of the programs PANG 

and KICK, 13 the latter progra1n providing fitted angles and momenta that were 

introduced to subseq,uent detailed analyshl programs. 

111. PARTIAL-WAV:C: ANALYStS OF~+K.+NEAR THRESHOLD 

P 14 l'eliminary analysis of events indicated large asymmetries in the c.rn •• 

prod~ction angular distribution and the up-down decay distribution of the I:+ 

in the mode I:+- p + w0• This information implied the presence of at least 

p•wave in the production mechanism. The experimental da~a showed no evidence 

for a significant amount o£ d-wave. 

Assuming only s- and p-wavea at the production o£ 

da 
bution dQ and polarization P can be written 

da . z an= Ao + Al cos G + Az COB e. 

and 

da · 
P(dn ) = sin e (A3 + A4 cos 8 ). 

+ + :t K. , the angular distri-

(1-A) 

(1-B) 

Assume that the,;+ is created at an angle (;)in the production c. m. system, 

and decays into a pion making an angle ~ with respect to the normal 

n= 
P X P.,... 
.,..1f NAL/ 
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+ . to the production plane in the ~ rest frame. Then th.e probability fWlction 

for the observation of an event ia 

+ a. cos cf1 sin f) (A3 + A.4 cos 6), (Z) 

+ . 
where use has been made of the fact that the I: parity-nonconserving decay 

distribution of the pion is of the form ( 1 + a. P cos q>). The a. is the aaynuneh·y 

. + + +·· 0. 0 pararaeter for the :E decay (a. £or n'IT , and a. for pw )o Near threshold, the 

. 15 
coefficients of Eq. (2), according to Lee !!..!!• , would be 

2 . 2 3' 
A

0
=a

0
l<+c

0
k., 

2 
A 1 = 2 a 0b0k. cos xb , 

2 2 3 A
2 

= ( b 
0 

.. c 
0 

) 1t , ( 3) 

A
3 

= -za
0 

c
0
k'l sin Xc , 

and i 
. 3 

A4 = 2 bO c 0k sin (xb - Xc)' 

+ where k is the lJ momentum in the production c. m. and the parameters 

. ao• llo· co• xb' Xc• are related to the st.' pi' and p 3 production amplitudes by 

z 
s.l 

'"i' 
(4) 

. The s- and p-wave a~plitudes have been determined by the maxbnum• 

likelihood methodp assuming that the energy dependence of Eq. (3) is still 

valid in the energy range inve.stigated. The probabUity function may be written 

as 

(5) 
2 . . 3 

+ x
4 
cos~~ sinO k + x

5 
cos9 sinO coa$ k, 

w' 



where 
2 xo = ao 

X = c 
2 

1 0 
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x2 = 2a0 b0 cos xb' 

X b 2 c 2 
3= 0 .. 0. 

X4 = -2a. a 0 c0 sin Xc & 
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Near threshold, k is related to the incident pion momentum p, by 

k(Mev/c) = r(p ... 1020 Mev/c) 1/ 2 = r(Ap)l/lo (6) 

where 1/2 

] } = 19.63 (Mev/c)l/Z.(7) 

2 2 2 

{ 
0. 991 m [ ( ~ - ~ ) 

r= i P 1- . 4 
(mK + ~) 

The probability function, Eq. (5), may now be written in terms o£ the 

laboratory-system momentum p, 

£ = Y
0 

(Ap)1/ 2 + Y 
1
(Ap)3/ 2 + Y 

2 
cos 0 (Ap) + Y 

3 
cos26 (Ap)3/ 2 

(8) 
3/2 + Y

4 
cos$ sinO(Ap) + Y

5 
cos~sinfJ cosfJ(Ap) 0 

where 

and 

For each event the values of cos 0 and cos ~. and they coordinate of the 

production vertex in the chamber are known •. The y axis is directed along the 

72-in. dimensio~~ of th'B chamber, ••vith the center of the cham.be:~.· a.t y· = 0 Cl'n. 
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Ap is related to Ay = y-y th' where y th is the coordinate of the Ut.reohohl• .bY 

ap (Mev/c) = 0.243 b.y (em.). The CUl'Vature of the tracks .over the whole length 

o! the char.nber introduces no significant deviation from this formula(< o.s% ). 

For a given y coo1·<.Unate there is a cor1·eaponding most likely value of the 

incident momentum p, around whi.ch the real value p = p + « fluctuates, accord· 

lng to the resolution .curve . f(E) of Fig. 3 in reference a. Therefore, the 
I 

probability £unction has been folded in with the momentum resolution curve 

(normalized to unity) •. The quantitiea (.&p)n in Eq. ( 8) have been replaced by 

ym~ . . 

~Pn)av = 1 · de f(E )[O.Z43(yth •Y) + E ]n, 

0.243 (y-y th) . . 

(9} 

To construct the lU:elihood function the probability density, 

[ Y.- Ymin ] 
£ exp - ~ . 

--------------~~--~------------------. (10) +1 b y ... 

J d(c~s <!;) j d(cos CJ) J max 
-1 a y 1nin 

Y • Ymin 
f e'tP [ - ~ . - ] dy 

is required. The exponential factor takes into account the beazn attenuation 

by all strong interactions with a total mean free path )t( 1.16 X 103 em). 9 The 

integrations eJ~tend over the whole range of physical quantities in which the 

experimental results are given. P1•ovision has bee~ made for cutting the pl·oduc

tion. angular distribution in. the £oi·wnrcl. ar1d bacl""''ard directionfl. In ord('~r to fin,i 

the beat vah.teG of the parameters ao. bo• CO' xb' Xa• the li1.<:.dihood function 

;!!_ = l~lpi 
has been maximized. For thio purpone, a progra1n has been written for the 

709 IBM computer. Froxn th~ distribution. of the events as a function o£ position 

. tl h + .. Y 1n le c anber, :E production angle· 0, and decay angle, 4,, the best value a 

of the quantities bo/ao, co/ao~ and xb' "c \VCre dcter.mincd first. A p:rclLninal'Y 

•. 
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analysis of the data indicated that all c. mo production angles could be accepted 

without any correction for experirnental bias. Consequently a and b have been 

set equal to -1 and +1 respectively in Eq. ( 10). The para.uieter a. has been 

assumed known. Vlith the experimental data currently available from 1; -decay 

analysis tal<en into account, 16• 17 and according to the discussion of Gell.:.Mann 

18 0 . + ·and Rosenfeld, a. has been taken equal to +l for events in which the !: 

0 + decayed into p + 11' • and 0 for the n + 1T decay mode. The likelihood function 

has been maximized for different values of yth distributed in an lnterval ~vhere 

the threshold was thought to be. The absolute values of the amplitudes have 

then been computed £rom the mean erose section defined here by 

. -( N 
a mb) = 'Kii1- ( 11) 

+ where N = number of events produced by Tf p interactions in the 

chosen fiducial volu1ne, lirnited by y i andy , mn max 
. + 

n =total number of Tl' tracks entering the chamber through 

the thin windo~, co'_IDted at y = Ymin 

I. = track length per incident pion ht the fiducial volume; 

and 3 23 
K =number of target protons per em of liquid hydrogen (0.3SX 10 ). 

After substitution o£ Eqs. ( 3) and ( 6) into Eq. (1 ), integration over cos 6 

and cos 4> gives z 2 
I 2c + b 

a= 4w aO 2r (Ap)l l + 411'r3 (, 0 3 0 (lZ) 

Then th.e relation 
y ma."t 

J · y-ymin 
Ytnin fJ exp[ .. ~] dy 

= -·--------~- --- .. (13) a 

with 1.\p ( Mev/c) repla.ced by 0.243 X b.y (c):n), a1lows the deter.rnlP.ati.on. t,f th·1::' 

abr.wlute a1::nplUudE!! s. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In order to analy~e experir.~:":~.ental hia!les, the ~ + :mean li!eti.me and decay 

branching rati'o were dete1·mined. 

A. ~ + Mean Lifetime 

+ The mean lifetime of the :2; , ?;-. + , was obtained by the maximum-likelihood. 
•'-" 

method., The lU<:elihood function, maximized for various values o£ tmtn• reduces 

to the following expression when the potential thne of flight for all events is large 

co1npared to T +I E 
N (ti .. tmin) 

X_. n exp[· ] 
l = 1 . 'ri;+ (14) 

' T':E+ 

. where t1 is the observed lifetime for the i!!l, decay, N is the total number of 

decays for which t1 >tmin• and tmin is some lower-limit euto££ below which 

+ one believes that the lJ is sufficiently short to cause a bias. The decay modes 

+ . 0 + + E .. p + 1r , and 7£ .... n + 11' have been analyzed separately. The results of 
. . + . . 0 . . ' 

the analysis are given ln Table I. In ~ - p + 1r mode events tn which the proton 

came oft at less than S deg with the l: + in the laboratory system, and events in 

+ which the l: ... p decay plane made an angle of leas than 15 deg with the optic 

axes of the bt.\bble chamber cameras have been excluded. The latter restriction 

+ removed events 1n which the~ -p decay was nearly edge-on to the line of sight 

o! the cameras. A fiducial volume lhnited by -65 ~ y < + 51 em bas been taken. 

The values obtained for both modes are in agreement with several other ex• 

periments. 4• 19• 21 A strong biaa was observed (a) fort ni < 0.50 X 10•lO sec, 
I n 

( ·10 and b) for tmin < 0.25 X 10 sec. 
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B. ~+.Decay Branchi!_l:B._~ 

The 104 'E + ~ p + Tl'O decays in Table I for whlch t
1 

> 0.5 0 X • 0 ·l 0 
sec 

have been corrected for tl < O.SOX 10·10 sec, uoing the corresponding calcu

lated lifetitne of 0.835 X l0-10acc. The 5 deg decay cuto££ and the 15 deg 

cuto.(£ with the optic 3-X~ s have been co1·rected, 
+ . 

asEJuming that the ~ decays 

in equat numbers forward and backwai·d in its rest frame, and that in the laboratory 

system it decays uniformly with reapect to ita direction of motion. Baaed on the 

two scans, the scanning efficiency for pTr 0 within the fiducial volume, and 

satisfying the above criteria, is 95 ± s%~ These corrections give a total of 

+ + . 
2.57 :t 31 events. The 192. I:· - n + tr decays need only be corrected for 

t1 < O~ZSX 10 .. 10 sec and a scanning efficiency of 97 ::1: Z%11 This gives 275 :t:: 21 

events. Thus we have 

+ 0 
:z: - p + 1T 0 07 0 ::1 0.48:.t •• 

( E+ - p + Tl' ) + ( ~ + - n + 1T + ) 
(15) 

C. Average Cross Section 

The average cross s~ctionfor the energy interval defined by -65 < y <.51 em· 

is given in Table II, along with other pertinent acanning information. The numbers 

of events have been corrected according to decay mode, in simUar fashion to that 

done for the branching ratio calculation of the preceeding section. All useful 

events were required to have their beam tracks pass through the bubble chamber 

thin window so that the resolution function mentioned previously would be 

+ + 
applicable. No bias against eventa in which the 1.; K plane was edge-on with the 

cameras was observed. 

D. s- and p-\V'ave Analysis 

Preliminary analysis indicated that the threshold vlould be at y = + 130 em 

if the incident 1T + had continued in liquid hydrogen outside the chamber. This 

information \.vas obtained by extrapolating tho fitted beam-momentum distribution 
}.L_ 
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as a function of y at the 1·ate 0.243 Mev/c per em to the kno'-;vn thJ.4 eshold of 

1020 Mev/c and,. ill addition, by ex:trapolati.on of the nq.u.are of the average 

production an.g~e of the K+ as a function of y to the threshold by a Cul·ve of 

2 . 
the form 0 = constant X ( y .

1 
-y ), as given by Wolf _et al. for· the reaction 

av tl 

tr + p-+ :E"'+K+ near threshold. 8 These two )nethcds provided cont>istent 

s,t,u·ting vaJ.ue s in the search for thQJ m.wdm.ur:o-likelihood solution. A fiducial 

volu:me de:finE~d by -.6S em"" y ~ + S 1 em was talt:.cm; the becun was sufficiently 

colli.rrl\).ted in the x and z directions {two dimensiom~ normal to the bctarn 

dhection) so that no cutoff was required. The results of tlle·ma,y.:inmu'l-likeli .. 

hood search are shown in Fig. 1. The n.a.tm:allogarithm o£ the likelihood 

function h ma..·drnum. in the l'e•gion y th = 130 to ·135 ern• The fit has also been 

0 . 
done with a. = + 0.80. Figure 1 indicates that +1.00 is abetter value of the 

asyxnnJ.etry parameter. The n•rudrnurn-likelihood solutions to Uu:, s ... and 

p ... wave pa,rameters are given in Ta'Qle III.. Equation (3) shows that an 

alternative set of solutions exists for xb· replaced by ·xb' and x by 'it'""X • . . c c 

The resultant amplitudes do not vary appreciably within their errors for this. 

difference in the asymrnetry parameter, nor with position of the threshold 

within the extreme values of Fig. 1. Becau~Se of the asy:mmetry of the resolution 

·curve of the incident beam momentum, the rnea.n value of the threshold is 

displaCed to yth = lll cni for a Inost probable value of yth = 130 em. Here 

. y th = llZ :t: 1.0 em has been taken as the best value of the thresholdc~ The error 

on y th is. based prin"larily on the fitted-beam-momentun"l and K + angle extra

polation to the threshold. By use of the average cross section of Table II and 
\ 2 

Eq. ( 13), the square of the absolute amplitude, a
0 

, has been computed. With 

the chosen values for y. i andy and ytl = 122 em. the expression rr ... n tnax. 1 

a 2 
0 ( 

m.b \ 
ar-mev7cj = (16) 

) . 
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i . Z ( ·5 mb g ves a = 3 31 ± 0 87) '< 10 ---~ l- for the values of the pa:~.·arneters 0 • • ' sr-1v'Lev c 

aa given in '!able III, with a.
0 = + 1.0, and yth = 130.0 em. 

With the inf'orzn.a.tion frm.:'l Table Ill, the coefficients of Eq. ( 1) may be 

evaluated. Figure Z shows the c. in. production angular difltributions for 

:E+ given for the intervals (a) -65 em :Gy ~+51 em, (b)- 65 em t:.y ~ -7 em. 

and (c) .. 7 em ti!O: y ~ + 51 em. Curves (A) are calculated f1·om Eq. (1-A) with 

the coefficients (Eq. 3) evaluated fo:r the n"lean value of lt corresponding to 

each energy interval• Curves (B) are the result of an independent maximum

likelihood fit to a second-order polynomial in cos 0. Curves (A) and( B) are 

consistent with each other in all cases. In order to compare the results of the 

fit with the observed polarization, the ave1·age polarization 
+1 

11 P dcr/ dS1 d(cos 6) 

'P=-~---------+ = 'If 

4 
j_l do/ dn d(cos e) 

{17) 

has been .computed, and is (a) + 0.69, (b) + 0. 70, and (c) + 0.66. for the three 
. . . . . 

energy intervals given above. The experimental up•down distributions o! the 

decay of the I:+ into p + '11'
0 are given in Fig. 3. '!he asymmetry coefficients 

for each o£ the energy intervals has been d.eterr:nined by a maximum·likelihood 

fit to the form (1 + 4 ° P cos .p); the results for a. 0 Pare (a) = +0.68 ± 0.14, 

(b) + 0. 76 :±: 0.18, and (c) +0.55 ± 0.23. The expel'im.ontal up-down asymmetry 

+ + of the Z into n + 1r !or .. 65 em~ y .t;;; + Sl em is given in Fig. 4. The maxirnun'l• 

likelihood !it to ( 1 + o. + P cos <!>) gives G.+ P = +0.023 tt:- 0.13. I! we use P ~+0.68 ::t: 0.14 
. . 0 + 

for the corresponding ene1·gy interval from the p1r :rnode, then o. :.'i + 0.03 =..': 0.21, 

which is in close agreement "vith the results of Cork .£!_ a1. 16 

Lastly • the prediction of the r.nmdr.cmtn-likelihood solution with regal'd to 

the encrgy-e~:citation fun~.~tion has b~en considered. Upon uHe of the final 

solution of Table lit, Eq. ( 12) becomes 

a(rnb) = 0.00816 (.6p)l/Z + 0.000139 (bp) 3/ 2• ( 18) 
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The diatdbution as a function of the production vertex y of the cross section 

computed from corrected num.bers of events, and the path length corrected for 

beam attenuation, is shown in Fig. 5. The curve represents Eq. ( 18). There-

fo1·e the inaxirnum-likelihood solutions of Table IU are completely consistent 

with the c. rn. production angular distribution, polarization, and the energy

excitation function. A summary of experimental results on ~+K+ total cross 

sections and ::2:+ polarizations is presented in Figs. 6 and 7, along with the pre-

diction of the maximum-likelihood solution to s- and p-wave amplitudes. 

Deviation of the curves from the data beyond approximately 1150 Mev/c indicates 

that the energy dependence of the coefficients, represented by Eq. (3), is no 

longer valid at these energies. Nevertheless, in order to make a check of the 

22 . 
charge-independence hypothesis, the results of this analysis were extrapolated 

to 1090 b/J..ev/c, where data of r.· and l:0 production by 1r-p interactions exists. 6• 7 

Based on this extrapolation, there is no evidence of a violation in either the total 

or differential cross sections. 
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. . + 
Table I. ~ lifetimes for various values oft i 

+ 0 + r_pn 
for (a) ::t; -p +'II', and(b}~ -n + 1r' 

N ( -10 - ( . -10 ) t . X 10 sec) "'I;+ X 10 sec m1n 

(a) 104 o. 50 0 8 ... 5 + o.osa 
' .) .. 0.077 

79 Oo 75 0 810 + 0.106 
• .. 0.090 

!)6 1. 00 0 846 t O.ll4 
• .. o .. 1 04 

(b) 19l o.zs o 749 + o.os6 
• - o.osz 

138 o. 50 0 749 + 0~068 
• • 0,060 

103 o. 75 0 721 + 0.076 
• • 0.067 
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Table II. Scanning in.forrnation and mean c1;o_ss aectionfor tl-.e 
energy defined bet-weeny . = ·65 em andy' · ·· = + Sl em .• 

m1n max 

(a) Total number of pictures scanned 

(b) Total track length scam'led ( u:ncm:L"ected) 

(c) Beam contamination 

(d) Fraction of bea1n entedng through, 

bubble chamber thin window 
+ . 

(e) Total 1T track length, corrected 

for (c) and (d) above 

(f) Number of events with beam tracks 

entering bubble chamber through 

thin window (uncorrected) 

(g) Scanning efi!CiencY {::~} 
(h) Number o£ events with beam tracks 

entering through thin window~ corrected 

fo~ (g); lifetime. small-angle proton 

decay, and loss due to decay plane's 

being edge-on with cameras 

(i) Mean cross section ( 'U) 

105526 

(1741. 78 ± 29. 63) X 103
m 

o.96 :1:: o.o1 

Z74 

{97~ zro} 
95: s% 

364 :t: Z6 

0.06 7 ~ o.oos mb 
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Table lll. M.D..,zhnurn-like.Hhoo:-.1 nolutions to the s- p.nd p-wavc 
0 

amplitudes for various VH.l:iJca of a. , Yth• 

Paran1etera:: 

bo/a.o 

co/ao 

xb 

X c 

0 ~· . 
a.·= +lt Yth = 1130; . o. = +1, yth = 170; 

0 
a.· = +o.a. y th::: 130: 

o.oo7s :1: o,.ooz6 o.oooo 0.0075 

-0~0062 :}; 0'~0023 -0~0060 -0.0067 

52.1 :!: 8.0 deg 53.3 deg 50,;9 deg · 

80.'(~ :1: ?..7.2 dcg 77.1 deg 85.5 deg. 

0 . 
Error matrix ((]1. . = +1, Yth = 130.0 em) 

+6 97 1o'"'6 -s.or,.xto-6 
• X . ., 

-6 +5.40X 10 

i.i3X10-z -2.54XH>'"'2 

-5.37Xl0•3 +Z~49Xl0-z 

+63.47 -43.1'8 
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Figure Legends 

Fig. 1. Logarithm of the likelihood function versus yth for a.
0 = +1.00 

0 
and n = .+0.80. 

"Fig. z. Angular distributions for the different momentum intervals. The 

points have been detern'lined from the observed number o£ events corrected 

for experimental biases and bean"l attenuation. The quoted errors are 

sta ti a tical. 

Fig. 3. Angular distributions of the decay pion with respect to the normal 

+ . 0 
to the production planefor the I: - p + 11' m~de. The quoted errors are 

statistical. 

Fig. 4. Angular distribution of the decay pion with respect to the normal to 

the production plane for the :S+- n + 1T +mode. The quoted errors are 

statistical. 

Fig. 5. Production cross section as a function of position in the chamber. 

The points have been determined from the observed number of events 

corrected for experimental biases and beam attenuation. The quoted errors 

are statistical. The solid curve has been computed from Eq. (18). 

Fig. 6. The total cross section of this experiment compared with other 

experimental results. The solid curve has been determined froxn 

Eq. (18). The dashed curves represent one standard-deviation error, 

where proper account has been taken of correlations between errors. 

References to the data, cited from this article, are: (I) present experim.0nt; 

(0) Baltay, reference 5; (D) Berthelot, reference 4; (A) Brown,referencc 

1; ( V) and Erwin, refe:cence 2. 

Fig. 7. + 0 The up-dovm asymmetries for the :C - p + 'IT decay mode compared 

v;ith other experhnental results. The solid curve was determined frorn 

fitted s and p amplitutlcs. The result of Cool et al. has been determined 

by a counter e:;::.?crimcnt, lool~ing at an angle (c. r:a.) of 8 7 ± 15 de g. 
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The corresponding value taken from a and p ampiitudes ia 0.9Z. Symbols 

are a.a follows: ( 0) from referenc(--: 23; (~ from reference 5: ( 0) thio 

experiment; (0) from reference 16. 
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